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INTERNATIONALIZATION

- DESIRE OR NECESSITY ???

e.o.o Mario Kwiat's and Manfred Kage's HECKMECK is published in
German as well as- in English., This means very much work for the
editors but as well it means approching the Anglo-American fandom.
Therefore HECKMECK might have become a link between fans here and
over there across The Atlantic or the Channel. This example is:
worthwhile to be copied..-,
(Walter Ernsting in ANDROmeda No 68,this official SFCD-zine)

I certainly did not put WALTER ERNSTING'.s sentences at the begin
ning of this deition because he is praising us, the editors, but
because 'WE almost exact defined our reasons for this voluntary
"additional work".
■ .
Indeed I believe, in the the urgency of fandom's "opening" for
others abroad, the active -readness for an interna finalization
of Gerfandom. Certainly the Gerfandom has meanwhile shown good
will to achieve this. Many Gerfans have'close contacts with other
fans-abroad.now (perhaps not at last due to the attempt of brin
ging a-WGRLDCON to HEIDELBERG in 1.97(5).. I as well know quite well
that there might hake been contacts in the past too. But is all
this sufficient ? Could one not do more about it •? If I spoke of ■
"active rteadine'ss" for internationalization above, I sure did not
speak about "reactions" only. On the contrary I mean real "action"!
It is not sufficient to grasp'one's hand already held 6utj‘ one
should make a real beginning with his own hand. By all means
it is not yet a s.ign of "active readiness" if one .reacts gra
ciously upon a fanzine which fluttered in his: house accientally.
One must endeavour to get this fanzine. Certainly this is not
always- easy. A lack of forei^n-language-ability and a possible
lack of corresponding addresses might
.

"bring good intentions to nought. Now those versed in languages ( at
least in English and French ) might not he as rare as one supposes
concerning the few actions shown. Perhaps it often is a lack of cou
rage to dare entering the stepping-stone for the jump out of the well
known, almost a little hit homely atmosphere af the national fandom

into the unknown.
.
What of what, what a venture?
Indeed one does not more then to reply the readiness for contacts of
the most fans ( abroad and of our own fandom, I hope ). If one would,
not like contacts there would not he any fanzine. As one does not
count on a polished style if receiving a LoC from abroad ( I hope?
One often cannot do this receiving inland LoCs ) it should be only
important to be understood. So, where is the venture one very often
is afraid of? HECKMECK makes it evident to me how successful suoh an
attempt to gain contacts can be,
even more astonishing for me
because I know very well about the limited! use of our nows and infor
mation for fans abroad too ( one should pay attention to the delicacy).
But still, what an astonishing and interesting " new land of fandom 11
has opened its doors for us through that. But why all the trouble?

STAGNATION = RETROGESSION !
The efficiency of this formula should be existent for every fandom
as well. Even if the existence of an extensive fandom cannot be en
dangered totally anymore just by.seclusion, progressiveness without
internationalization cannot be achieved even in a fandom. The in
creasing deluge of fanzines is not progressive because of its own.
Decisive for progressiveness are new impulses, new aspects, and the
expanded view of the editor. Not only the comprehension for others,
...strangers ( which we all need urgent in this time )is developing but
as well'the " area of getting information from " is enlarging consi
derably, But information is one basis for tolerance I
Which bad influence seclusion and as well a still existing certain
intolerance ( which is most often the result of seclusion ) can have
concerning the development of an interesting, living fandom was
shown to me recently by the example of Nederfandom.
.
Although the card-index of N.C.S.F. ( Nederlands Contactcentrum S.F. )
shows about 150 members ( or let's say customers, because N.C.S.F,
is no union ), and besides of these fans t^ere are more then 500
’’ sympathizing " people known in addition ( these numbers'I got+
from Leo Kindt, Secretary for International Contacts of N,C.S»F,,
living in 's-Gravenhage, Heilostraat 206, Netherlands, while I vi
sited him recently ) there is no actual fandom.
No fanzines, no contacts among customers, no groups, no meetings.
There is only one official fanzine, HOLLAND-SF. In this fanzine one
can read information about books, films, and SF in general in
Holland, Rarely a story, no LoCs. The seclusion went on so far that
Leo Kindt thought it very necessary to publish a contribution in no,
. ' 4 of HOLLAND-SF, in which he explains besides of ( at least for us )
so axiomatical terms as fan-fandom-fannish-APA-gaffia-LoC etc. - the
followings
.....if we do not want to isolate us, we must take over very much from
abroad, Not because they do it so much better thq,n we could do it over
here, but because we not yet even have an idea of all the possibilities
of fandom, And then we have to take over the English terms to a
certain extent, if we like it or not...
Now one perhaps could consider that " Nederfans " are satisfied with
this situation. They might be satisfied with pure information about
SF, they'might not want to publish their thoughts, they might not like
meetings.
But this seems not right if one takes into consideration that this
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Concerning my contribution I now publish, a few addresses for possible
contacts;
.
-..... ...... T.........
,........ ... .....
France:

1, Claude Dammont,15 Boulevard Fosse, 62 Me£icourt, France
2. Michel Se^uy, 95 rue Voltaire, 92 Puteaux, France
5. Jean-Claude de Repper, 90 rue Jean Bleuzen, 92 Vanves, France

Netherlands:

.

1. Leo Kindt, 's-Gravenhage 9, Heilostraat 206, Netherlands ( English)

... Belgium:

■

. 1. Michel Feron, 7 Grand-Place, Hannut, Belgium ( English or French)
(•■■2. Michael Grayn, 28 rue du Cure', Moxhe-Ciplet, Belgium

3, Julien Parent, 187 Avenue Louise, Brussels 5, Belgium

Scandinavia:

......

1, Per Insulander, Midsommarv. 35, 126^5 Hagersten, Sweden ( English).

2. Carl Brandon, Gall Skapsvager 7, Stckholm 48, Sweden
3, Finn Storm Juergensen, Ejbyvej 142, Vanl^se, Danmark

Honduras:

1. Abraham Davidson, P.O. Box 657, Belize City, Br. Honduras
Spain:

1, Luis Vigil Gazbcia, Jose' Anselmo Clave, Barcelona, Spain

2. Carlos Buiza, Atocha 12, Madrid 12, Spain

Canada:
1. Peter R. Gill, 18 Glen Manor Drive, Toronto 13, Ontario, Canada
2. Arthur Hayes, Box 1030, South Porcupine, Ontario, Canada
3. Richard Labonte, 971 Walkley Road, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada

Argentinia;
1, Mauricio Kitaigorodski, Aguirre 688-30-B, Buenos Aires, Argentinia

2. Hector Pessina ( via Mauricio Kitaigorodski )

Italia:

1. Mar-i n Bosnyak, D-6078 Neu Isenburg 2, MeisenstraBe 5, Germany

still .Italia?
2„ Gian-Paolo Cossatc, 5 Bax'.ksione Gardens, London SW 5 $ UK

3j Migro Mega, Viale XX Settembre 211? Avenza Carrara, Italia

J apan;

1 s Takumi SkibanO? 1-14-10 O-Okayama, Meguro--ku? .Tokyo, Japan

Australia;
p,A,Mo Tery, 4/jJ Wyong Road, Mosman, NSW Australia 2088

2e John Bangsund, 11 Wilson. Street ( Pc0„ Box 19 ) Ferntree Gully
. Victoria jW.5, Australia

3, Leif Edmonds, 175 Moray Street, South Melbourne, Victoria 3205
Ans izr:iJ..i
North ~ Ir

1, James Whil.be

10 Riverdale Gardens, Belfast, North Inland

England:
1, lean G., Muggooh, 15 Baleomhe House Taunton Place,

London W 1 ,UK

2- Peter.Mabey, 110 Russel Lane, London > 20. UK.

3, Rob F, Johnson, C/0 10 Lover Church Lane, Bristol 2. UK
( this is as well the address of Beryl and Archie Mercer )

US AB
1e Carol Peters, 5 Westminster Venice,

California 90291? USA

2, Andy Porter, 2/j East 82nd Street? New York City

10028, USA

3, Jack Speer, 1301 San Pedro NE Albuquerque, New Mix! o 8710?, USA

Austria;

1e Axel Melhardt? Al030 Wien, Hintsergasse 11/19? Austria
20 Edi Luoksohandl, A-1200 Wien, Klosterneuburgerstr„ 6l/l2

3, Peter Krassa, A-5020 Salzburg* RainersbraBe 2, Austria

Germaiiy;^

1, Waldemar Kunming? 8000 Miinchen 2f HerzogspitalstraBe 5:, Germany
2, Haas• V.erner Hoinriohs? 6079 Sprendlingen., Frankfurter Stro 129,
. Germany

3« Petar Scheller. 405 Mbnchengladbach, Alsstrafie 260, Germany

fw

1« Herbert Biisol, CH-6010 Kriens, GroBhofstraBe 15, Switzerland

Because I have about 250 addresses in my card-index, I certainly nonId
pick out only a few of then. I really did not care, of those picked
out are extremely active,. BI'TFs or ...whatsoever, I just, wrote a couple
addresses# But.I still believe, that.most.of those listed have one
thing in comradn. They all speak or at least understand a little bit
( or more ) English.
!Furthermore I know that Mario* Bosnyak ( .address listed above ) has
the exact addresses of:
. ■.
. ?.. .■
■

1, Centro Cultori SF, Venezia, Italia
2, Jiri Havlicek, Brno, CSSR

'

•

3. Mila Bevandic, Sarajevo, Jugoslavia

;; ' .

And now a real example bow contacts abroad as well are serviceable
for one’s own information^ I'll now translate a contribution out of
HOLLAND-SF r.o.: 4
SURPRISING-D ISC OVERT 5 SF IS RUMANIA.

•

' '

■

.

Unexpected. great. . Interest

What do we al! know o.bout Science’’Fiction.not -written in Anglo-Saxon
countries? LIllLE 'What do we all know about Solen e Fiction written
in countries behind. '■ Ths Tron Cur-lain. " ; to use this obsolete and
unpleasant • tern? '?ER.Y.; VERY LITTLE- And what do we all know about
Science--Fiction from Rumania? NOTHING,, And I b 1.1 eve now I will re
ceive a couple J citer?’c Fortunately there is -such an active man as
Ion Eobanc,( in tbs opinion of some 3F-experts one of the greatest
connoisseurs of the SF in >;he world- who introduce:! ne with the Ru
manian SF, a very flourishing branch of literature in this country.
How did I come i- know Hobana?
I wrote to a couple people aakxXig them x# they would like to hold the
introductory soeech nt our C-c-n already passed by now- X as well wrote
to Sybren Poieb, well known in connection with the famous pockets
” Bloodsucker of Stone
and " The Fireballs "And I received a Tri'
friendly answer- Sybren Polet wrote me that he had stopped dealing with
SF quite a while ago? but -chat pobana had visited him , and that he
knows of a book about French SF by Hc-bana. which should be published
by ManiSau in Brussels,- He proposed. to ask Iiofcana.? who was back in
Rumania at this time, hue to a lack 6f time and money I finally just
sended one issue of HOLLAND--SF to Mr . Neverbergh from-JAanteau Pub
lishers. Ln the later this issue same into the hands f Hobana,
This fanzine was reason enough for the Rumanian to send me back an
impressive book with the "headline ;i Rumanian. Review "an issue de
dicated to the art in Rufifenia in English* This issue as well deals
partly with Rumanian SF and contains 5 contributions and. 12 stories
of Rumanian SF--wri ter&.
•
'..
Ion Hobana himself starts the series of contributions with a. survey
of Rumanian SFs- and after this an artivel uf Silvian Josxfescu is
searching for the art in SF ' " Wanted a bants n )e Maran Sorescu
is asking " Hoc Many-. Men Gould Go To The Moon?"? and Ran Grigorescu
deals with predicts and prophecy io SF< linally bsnu-Xivu writesabout- SF plays and films in Rumania* •
. ...
The story-part includes the following stories?
•
...

Oceania-Pacifie T) readnought by Alexandruk Saoec-mnski - Tne. Town with
a wire heart by Felix. Aderoa ■- Meeting Griff in Again by Mibu Dragomir The Frog by Vladimir Colin
Strange Jiigrations by Victor Kernbaoh — •
The Orange Sun by C-as.il Baciu -.A’.Chapter Of Literary History by 0«S,
Crohmalniucanu - Ths Live Spiral .by Horia Arana.
Furthermore partly the following sioriesu
A Rinnanian in the oon by Henric Stahl - The Mechanical Balxet by Ce
zar Petrescu -- T-.. a At-iack Of The Cessiumites by Sergiu Farcasan The Girl-Plane!; by Adrian P.ogozc
At the ami of this part? dedicated to SFj one oar. find detailed info
about the authors., and q.u:i ne a few news about SF in Ramansao
Here we can read about a bimonthly Rumanian magazine named " Science
Fiction Stories
which is already published, for 12 years now. Edi
tor is Adrian. Rogoz ( see above ) '.-.nd. it is a supplement of the mag
".Science and Technics % which is dealing with the popularization of
science,, In Adrian Rogoz’ nagazino will be stories published of aboutu- /
100 Rumanian authors and as roll of many foreign authors from Poe to [/
Pierre Versine-

"

Pierre Yersins
Other news: In Rumania there is an extensive interest in SF. The Ru
manian Broadcasting Corporation has a Bimonthly rubric calles '* The
Radiorocket of Pioneers " in which one wants to sake the mostly young
listeners familiar with scientific examinations. To come to an end,
in October 66 an SF-circle was founded in Bucharest, and it came out
They have monthly meetings, read new
of the " Union of Authors
stories and set old films to music in a new manner.
This article was written by Frank Schoonhoven, Wolvenlaan 11, Hilver
sum, Netherlands, who might be able and willing to give addresses
to those interested if he them them, It was translated ( poor, I
know® ) from Dutch into English by
.

M9 Kage

And since we are busy speaking about international fandoms
DON'T FORGET THE GREAT INTERNATIONAL INTENTION OF GERFANDOM! !

World-Science-Fiction-Convention 1970

in Heidelberg.

But until how we still are thrown on gifts to complete -our intention
successful.
■If you have a small ( or big ) amount left over, we would be very
obliged!
Our bank-account is:

IDSTEIN/TAUNUS GERMANY

VOLKSBANK

0-6270

KONTO NUMBER

266

5

fr,r ” HEI CON ’70

This time no money is involved!

Should you still feel like ^oing something for the Worldcon 1970?
Our US-agent, Fred Lerner, 98 B* The Boulevard, East Patterson,
New Jersey 07407 USA asked for as many statements of support from
as many fans from as many European oountries as we can get. These
he wants to quote and distribute. Could you perhaps scare two stamps?
®
■

One for a letter to Fred. Lerner, and one for a letter to one of your
European friends in fandom to make him write a statement toon
But please, don't leave it to the others„
YOUR OWN INITIATIVE IS ALWAYS BEST AND SURE!!!

And we'll stay in Heidelberg, This time

The Perkeo-Con ( Archie Mercer asked me lately in a letter if Perkeo
is the sane as HECKMECK is. I certainly rehabilitated poor Perkeo
at once ) started Friday'afternoon, at least for my person, sudden
ly with a planned attack. I hardly had entered the " holy location
piecefully ( because of being tired of a few hours car-travel ) as
Dieter Steinseifer pulled me in front of the microphone< ihis was.
not actually the attack, but after he at first only registered my
fannish personal data he suddenly wanted to force ne.to speak.about
the Worldcon. And this before I had coffee, can you imagen this?
Well, the rest of the afternoon went one without fannish culmina
tions but merry. Meanwhile I was restored because of coffee and food.
In the evening I participated with my three co-pilots Antje Zech,
Danny 0. Schenk, and Peter EL Mabey in the ralley " Around the
« Maaamiiieee-Award ”, For those not having the " know-what ", I am
sure that Peter HL Mabey is going to answer. questionsEven we did
not win this interesting obstacle-race we finau-ly ended up with
quite a good place. In this ralley involved were the ’’ red-trafficlight-obstacle " ( and not only once ), the " revers-gear-drivingtest ( for several times ) ", the " driving-in-all-directions-test "
( this was a matter of having patience or not ), and last not least

the " hill-up-tand-Sown-test ” at night, •
"■
Because the noon did not appear,, although the astronomer Gert Zech
had arranged, some kind of an agreement with her., the real occasion
for all this did not take place9 There was no " Maaammnliieee-Award “
handed over to new members of the ” funny-order ” in a historical
sceneryComing back to the Con-restaurant after all this, our friend
ly host convinced us all that the mild air at night has a wholebob
effect on our lungs tormented by smoking., Judiciously we all finished
this evening in the open air9 In other words, we were fired at not
even 10 o’" clock at night and had to go to sone garden-restaurant
around the corner for a few more beers.
The Saturday showed, off with an excellent morning, Manfred Moller
and Jurgen.Mercker both stopped snoring ( 1 had to share the - at
least later on - very rare oxygen of our room with them ), and I got
a very good cop of coffee from our hostess Antje Zech.
I think here is just the right place to say " thank you very much "
again to the Zech's for their hospitalityc
In the con-restaurant I had to listen for hours to■all these discussions
about elections and changes of status, but finally everybody was hap
py ( more or vary, less ), a few had the position they were looking
for, and I had what I wanted.
Money from the SFCD ( 2,-- DM per year for every member starting 69 )
not as much as we need but at least a beginning,- and money from a
collection ( about l60,-~ UM )c
And furthermore one point became effective which I was trying for quite
anwhile ago and it mover worked. But now it is trues Ten. Schliick is
a member of the Gon-Commit tee«. Well this was reason enough to restore
with oiffee and coke again ( Torn Schliick came along, I an 210^ sure
if he bad a ..reason to celebrate. Perhaps not even with coffee and cake)
until we had to'behave decent;again fpr the-solemn ceremony of St-Fantony . This year it was Franz Ettl who was sacrificed.., The following
" Fandress-Party " ( one should rather call it a " Fandress-Quartet )
I kept in mind'for one reason only , the one and only monster present
whispered in my ear: H I .would like to become a general,”
Well, I would like it-too'
Later on we spended the rest of the evening or Sight ( this depends,
right ) in Gert Zech's house, It was. a verry merry and alcoholised
" establishment of the fandom ” ( as I could-'read it later'on in some
German fanzine ). and we hearcd quite a few good jokes tooc
The Sunday began as nice as the Saturday did ( no more snoring, oxygen
had a chance to fill the room again, more coffee ) We saw the second
part of an SF-filn ( I dicin't like it -very much./ but perhaps some did )
the first part was shown. on Saturday, and a long ( you might not believe
me but it really went on for hours ) session of the Con--Committee.
After Tom Schliick had almost worn us off we. finally had dinner.. But
Tom really has some ideas, no doubt.,
After more talks and beer we all left for one of these nice little stu
dent-inns in Heidelberg, in which Franz Ettl suggested we ( that is
Molly, him, and ma ) should have ham and wine.., I never regreted that I
did listen to him. Well, Monday morning the -good old highway saw me
again, and I. was on my way back’home. Quite a few might not have liked
that Con, but I sure had my fun- And to say one more thing before I
finish this?
That han and wino was; really good I
.
M.« Kage
By the way, let me remind

you:
HE-ICOK 70 '!!!!!!!! 1 !!!!!!!t!J

' The HECKHECK-editof 3

In his last letter Archie Mercer asked us to speak a little hit about
ourselves-, . Since it might be too late for Mario this time ( he would.
^rtpe it in German and then I. could translate it and typ it
. “on stencil ) 1'11 start, the row,
’
'
I was born in 1932 in Hklle/Saale, Germany, With the age of seven I
came to Leipzig where I entered elementary school- and later chan
. . Jged 'to secondary school, At the end of World War TI ( I was in th®
age of-thirteen ') ve were occupeid by the Russians, and so it happen
ed that I grew up ( at least? until 1949 j it the Ea,st Zone .( as this
part of Germany was; called in these times ),. Well, I ..learned a lot
about Communism, Russian language ( which I almost forgot complete
ly again ), and a. few things about underground activity0 Perhaps I
too eager with the last subject, but in 1949 it really was time for
my parents.; one younger brother and me to move,: So I came to Wies
baden in we?r. Germany • Later on I got told that they had sentenced
me to 15 years hard labora My cousin, who came from there in 196O
had told me sc.-. Since I never have seen a document ( and don't want
to go back there for proof ) I don't know wether it really are a
few years more or less.. But I knew something was cooking, and I really
don't care anyhow, In 1951 I became a proud ( and believe ne, at this
time I was proud 1 member of the U.S., Navy, After several commands
about under mere an ice-breaker ( Northwind.
), a mine-sweeper, and
a troop-carrier* ( a so called liberty-ship ) I certainly had to pass
a few courses too., For instance did I pass an Ordnance Training Class,
and a frogman-course in the U.-.S» Marines ( Marine Corps for those not
familiar with the matter). Then I was transferred, to the Rhine River
Patrol and bewane skipper ( well, I was called " craft captain " )
of a landing craft, after I passed another course, certainly, Nobody
might believe me if I tell you how many courses did I have to pass
in my seventeen years of service0 In 1958 I had my honorable dis
charge as a Chief Petty Officer first class ( IJM—1 — for those fami
liar with the matter ),
,
.
Meanwhile I was married too, and my wife did not like the idea of
going to the States, One reason for me to finish my tour of duty.
After being a truck-driver for half a year in a German firm, I entered
the German Army ( " Aah ", everybody might cry now, " he doesn't like
working!" But honest, who does? ).
I had to pass a lot more courses and finally ended up in Allied Forces
Central Europe Headquarters as pay-master of the German officers.
Since I have almost seventeen more years, to go, who knows where. I
might have been befor I finish this tour of duty. By the way, I passed
a pre-military-camp in the East Zone ( they call theirself DDR now )
too. Even with the age of thirteen. Life is fun, is it not?
Since I'm in the German .Army now for almost eleven years I certainly
had quite a few commands, and not only the las tone mentioned, but I
want to stop talking about profession now, '
During this time I me/t Mario Kstiat, who is in‘the Germgn Air Force
as well, and after a while started with fandom. This, I blieve was at
some-time in 1963. Mario was in fandom already at this time. I believe
he started in 1953 or 1959
but am not sure ). After writing a lot of
LoCs at the beginning, I started my first " ego-zine " in 1964, I be
lieve. Since that date I had quite a few fanzines.
Soon I became member of the APA FAN, and I was as well member of the
Worldcon,Committee from the beginning of the committee on.
In 1961 ( or perhaps in i960 ) I met Mario for the first time, and then

jj

he already wanted to .interest ne for fandom.. But at this tima I was
member of a
dis.cus'sion-’groups- ( common matters ),
although I
never was member of', a •
■ .. political party, and I was not inter
ested in fandom. Although I was running after every SF-book or
story I’could 5 ay hand on, and 1 did this for quite a few years
already.-. In the begihn.ing I did read everything, and I did like
everything- Later on this attitude changed quite a bit.
I believe ( I think nobody can say this for sure or give an exact
date when he started ) I am reading SF now for about twenty years,
perhaps more., I. still reader a few of the old Loninik-books I think
I started withu After reading SF for quite a while now, having
written a lot of Lofts, published a few fanzines., and being active
in Gerfandom for several years now- I inagen one really should call
ne a fan by nowP
.
Me Kaga

reactionsreactionsreactionsreactionsreactionsreactkonsreactionsrea

Cuyler Warnell Brooks, Jr., 713 Paul Street, Newport News,, Va.
2J6O5, USA
'
__________ '_________________________ '
■ '
..—... X...............

Dear Manfred,

-................... -....... -

■

.

•

...... -

,

Thanks for the HECKMECK 18. I hope you get the 1970 con ( it seems.
■almost ineviteable ), ever though I will not be able to make it my
self. .... I have inclosed a copy of one of the underground or,
” hippie ” newspapers, you asked about.....Note the work by Vaughn
Bode, one of my favorite atists - he used to work for GALAXY, and
you have probably seen his work in some of the better recent off
set fanzines,, Inclosed is my own last effort — read it with oom

passion....
// EGO:
...

-

.

.

.

Thanks for your nice letter and for the newspaper. I
found it really interesting. By now I have received
six of them, and I enjoyed them all. I also like Bode,
and I have seen a few of his works, Thanks too for your
own latest efford ( we will talk about later ) and for
the " almost inevitable con in Heidelberg in 197°*

Rob F, Johnson, 175 Oxford Gardens,. Staff

Bewar^ Manfred Kage!
Your time is running out! The British Government has set up a Royal
Commission to find out what HECKMECK means in English. The'British
people are determined to know, and we will stop at nothing. Already
Gray Boak has been taken into custody and subjected to intensive
questioning, but so far he has told us nothing. Ae re beginning.to
suspect that he doesn't really know the answer. But we are not just
depending on him! Our greatest scientists are right now doing re
search on your fanzine: - heating it in test tubes, freezing it in
ice, mixing pieces of it with every known substance. Others are
looking on old alchemical texts for mentions of the.name- studying
all the forbidden books. Our explorers are questioning litlle known
tribes in Africa, South America and Cornwall, to see if they know
the answer, and to searEh for Atlantis- and El Dorado is on again,
in case we can find mention of HECKMECK in these lost cities. -Yes
my friend, the British nation is not taking this lying down. Not
when the fate of the world may depend on the meaning of the word

HECKMECK!
’
'
Meanwhile, 1 will write you a letter of comment.
.
.
How come this is HM 18 when the last one was 16.. Lev it because all

JJ

the odd numbers are in German and only the even ones in English.?
Or because Mario does the odd ones and you. do the even ones? Or
maybe you've never heard of odd numbers? Probably it just means
I didn't get a 17«
,
Congratulations on becoming ConCom chairman ..<• Do you know if there
will be any opposing bid for the worldcon?..,.About prejudices. We^e
bhen seeing an example of that in Bristol this week, The BBC opened
a studio each night for four days, to let students and the public
argue.about what■students were doing in the world today, The thing
is that the most active elements in British universities, though
probably the samllest in number, are the extreme left,...And.when
any voice was heared disagreeing with them, it was immediately.
shouted down...They thought like this; He must either be with or
against us. He started off by agreeing with us. Therefore he will
continue by agreeing with u8c<,e.»3«»I don't really know when the
next BAD will appear, just possibly there might never be another
one....Now that international zine bit didn't work out. It was too
much for me,.,..But I still haven't given up the basic idea of. in
ternationalism. ....
Well, whatever else happens in this crazy world, I hope HECKMECK
.
continues tell the world what it thinks,

P.S. I hope we do see two Kages at the next Con, Britain may never
be the’same - it may even be better!
P.P.S. You may have to be smuggled into the country - the govern
ment will still be trying to find out chat HECKMECK means, and' that
means you'll probably have to go about in disguise,
" . /// Ego:

My answer to all aoout HECKMECK and its English?
meaning; hi-hi-hi ( I might tell you in-England •
next year, who knows? J7.Pight about odd and even
numbers. Odd numbers are German issues even num
bers English, As far as I know there is no serious
opposing bid for the worldcon yet. Well, prejudi
ces might never disappear cpmpletelg:, but one al
ways has to fight them,.. I very much hope that there
will be another and even more BAD, but I as well be
glad to receive any other fanzine published by you!
I think HECKMECK will continue talking for quite a
while.
' ■,
-

Per Insulander, Midsommerv. 53;
Dear Manfred,

55- Sagers ten, Sweden ( 9»7«68 )

’

I admit that it was. a time ago I relieved HECKMECK 16-, fr&nkly it's
over six months ago, but thanks anyhow. Perhaps it wasn't the best
issue you and Marib - his illos are however always gireat - have pub
lished hitherto.- A little uninteresting, I think. But you can't be
best always...... Rasch is also trying to help DDR-funs to make con
tacts abroad. However? of political reason it isn't suitable, not to
say dangerous, for DDR-clubs to establish collaboration with for in
stance Westgerman clubs? but Sweden,' Switzerland etc- are'more topi
cal. I should appreciate, and I'm. sure that DDR-fans should'appreci
ate, if you could give the addresses below of acfcifans in DDR , to
fans you know in such countries,,.s
■
.
Reinhard Kersten, Phanclub 67, DDR-215 Prenzlau. Kreiskrankenhaus
Siegbert G. Gunzel, DDR-1054 Barlin, Kadiner Strasse 25

•J4

Karl-Heinz Lingoth, DDR—JOI Magdeburg

Freier-von-Stein Strasse 14
There are about 20 SP-clubs in DDR, And yes, it's necessary to write
m Gorman... ot.
T> and no^ of the other Swedish fans, am very enthusiastic over maybe
get a Worldcon here in Europe.,,.,,

/// Ego: feu are right, one can't be best always... But I'm still
glc.o. if somebody tells me what was wrong or right in cur
fanzine. If you ( or others. ) read my " who is who " in
this issue, you might understand that i L- is absolutely
impossible for me to get in contact with DDR-fans. But
I certainly published the addresses in case somebody
else is interested although this cou&d ( which I don't
believe ) get me in some trouble ( real small trouble if
at all ) too.
Thanks for being enthusiastic over HEIDELBERG IM SEVENTY!
And thanks again for being cur new Scandinavian agent!

Leigh Edmonds, Flat J 12 Redan Street, St. Hilda JI 82, Australia
Dear Manfred,

Thanks for your letter. The point you raise about lack of personality
in fanzines had warded me for a while until I found out that such fan
zines are actually produce!, I see that you are an AFA member and
thusly you should know what they are like. As far as I can see ( which
isn t all that far ); most of the personal stuff is written for the
apa's, for an audience which the editor knows will find his material
of interest too.. In the genzine filed, Editors are careful to produce
a fanzine which will interest everyone and what interests everybody
( in theory ) is stf, thusly all the news and lists and reviews and
all. I am not certain what German fandom is like. Do you have enough

people to Shve a 10(3.7 of people in which everyone does not know every
body by their first names, or do you have something: where a fan refere to fan X and everybody knows who is refer! to? I would think,
that-if your fandom is the latter, then your fanzines reflect that
condition in that an editor knows who will he getting the ish and
knows what will interest who......
One of the discouraging things about fandom in Australia is the belief
that we mist all talk about stf. For quite a while I have been figh
ting against this ( partly what I meant by the ” rut ” but ETH II
was not really a choice place to say it
and have recently almost
given up.,..,

/// Ego: Once I was told Leigh is a girl's nano, Is that right?
Yes, I an an APA member, but this .APA is highly impersonal.
Almost nobody discusses problems published by others,
It might be right that most of the personal stuff is writ
ten fur the apa's in your or the US fandom too, but that's
what I thought is wrong,, Even if there are a few fanzines
( which you mentioned ) not exclusively dealing with stf,
in my opinion it should be mcrea Yes, we have enough peop
le in Gerfandcm and I don't know what interests those
getting my fanzine By the way, you refer to my English
ish and I never know who will even get one because Mario
Is doing the mailing. But I am producing HECKMECK $ and I
will continue ) for one reason only,. Tell ethers what I
think about, certain problems ( sf or not ) and receive
their answer ( ’ey LoG or fanzine ) and their opinion on
this matter or any other matter. If I have news., infos
about sf or reviews, I certainly will publish them too,
but if I have none I'll publish my own opinion to every
matter I'm. interested in. Indeed I am not. even much interes
ted if my readers are highly enthusiastic, just interested
or even bored about what, they read., Although I am very
glad about every reaction, the main reason for 'this fan
zine is to publish my own opinion, thoughts or view.
This is more or less a multiplioated letter, and to re
ceive an answer, might it be declined' or consented.

Peter Singleton, Broadmore Hospital., Crowthorne, Berkshire, UK

Dear Mario,
Greetings! Please note my OoA above- I had the pleasure to receive
my copy of Ethel Lindsay's highly informative fanzine HSVEEIKS 34
two days ago and this short letter is in response to her review of
your HECKMECK 18, 1 would very much like to receive your fanzine on
a regular LoG basis...I recall getting an ish. of this some time ago
but 1 nuldn't respond, because I've been completely ge.f'ia for the past
two years. This drastic state of affairs has been due to a varied set
of adverse circumstances. For one thing, I've been experiencing a con
siderable amount of trouble with my hands.
My hands are now back
to normal once again, thank ghu.
I have been reading SF’ since I was eleven, years old and I first con
tacted the fannish microcosm at the tender age o£ thirteen in the
year 1952. .......Please- send no HECXIffiCK on a LoG bas-’s.
.

/// Egos I sure hope that you. will become active in fan—
don again after you. have no more trouble with your
hands now. And I sure hope there will never be another
trouble like this again. Yes, you certainly will re
ceive HECKMECK on a LoC basis.
'
Arohie Mercer, 10 Lower Church Lane, St. Michaels

Manfred!
Thaak you for your letter dated 26th June..... 0K„ To turn to HECKmeck 18, for which also many thanks. Reading it and your personal
letter, I find that you seen to take a lot more trouble with the
English in the letter than you do in the zine. I'm not comp!aim'ng,
simply mentioning that it is noticeable. Your fanzine reviews are:
more in the nature of " mailing comments ”, and are not of much
interest ( or even meaning ) to one who has not read the fanzines
behind the review.....
Anyway, it must he difficult to run IIEUKMECK and a hoped-for World SF Convention simultaneously...An idea,
why don't you write about yourself/ yourselves in HECKMECK....

///

Since I have published ( and stated in letters )

my opinion concerning taking trouble or making errors
in fanzines or letters in a foreign language, I will
not start all over again. As I have written before,
show me your first German-speaking fanzine and we will
discuss the- whole matter again. My fanzine at all is
more in the nature of ” mailing comments ”, that's
what it is meant to be. Reviews are more or less the
answer to a fanzine received by me or Mario and I do
not want to explain the contents to those not fami
liar with the fanzine, .All I do these reviews, for is
to say ” thank you ” and to inform that I have got it
and liked it or not. If I recommended fanzines, all
I want to say to others? try to get it, it's worth
while reading it in my opinion. My reviews are ans
wers to the certain editor, and he knows what he
wrote, I hope. It is diffiralt to be chai man, of the
ConCom and editor of HECKMECK ( both English and Ger
man ) but the most difficult is it to run this Eng
lish ish, and that has nothing to do with being chair
man or having a lack of time ( I want to remind you,
being Ehairman and publishing HECKMECK. is HOT my full
time job ) but that I have to produce a fanzine in
a foreign language. Well, I wrote about myself in this,
ish and now I'm just waiting for the first LoC asking
me? what shall this nonsense be good for, who is in
terested in your damn person? You better improve your
English instead of writing about your own person,etc!
Aber auch dann kdnnten mir diejenigen, welche so denken
im mondschein begegnen, und HECKMECK wiirde in der gleichen richtung weitermarschieran I
OK?
Meckern alleine ist noch keine kunst, nur wer etwas
schlechtes besser aacht, hat das recht zur kritik. Hier
meine ich nicht Dich, sondem diejenigen, welche wirklich nur meckern. Allerdings ist mir in diesem zusamnen—
hang noch keiner begegnet. Ka, nun ratsel mal aohon!*|-

??????????? Since a note said? please do not' quote, • I.'will just ans
wer and quote a few words only., so the one who wrote the LoC will
know it is meant for himc
'
...
Dear Mario KwiatI

'

Thank you unendingly for sending me- HECKME’GK» It never ceases to he
a very interesting fanzine, We gee too few German periodicals and
especially ones done in English 1Not everyone can understand German,
In as much as you are propagan!zing for the World Convention in 19J0,
don't you think there should he more propaganda? More and more and
more!.

/I/ Egos thank you very much -for your letter. Ye®,
there should he more and more propaganda, .for the
Worldcon in Heidelberg in 1970, And he assured
there will be more ! Thanks too for your idea,
we'll do this or something similar, its already
produced,, Yes, I will start ‘with 'diplomatic in
quiry, and since the German fan you are asking
for is member of the ConCom it Is not much trouble
at all* As soon as I have an answer 1 11 let you
know, Please excuse for reacting so late, but I
had quite a lot of work and was on holidays too.

hiT’mrnmmmmmrn■ 23 - 12.

25 - 14 ■. 22-11

...I

Joanne Burger, 55 Blue Bonnet Ct Lake Jackson, Texas 77566 USA

Dear Manfred,
Thank you very much for HECKMECK. I read it with a lot of interest.
I wish I could write any foreign language as well, as you do English,
I have a reading knowledge of German, although it is .somewhat re
stricted. ....Something that I would have found useful, is the addresses
where you van get the fanzines you reviewed,.., Heidelberg in 1970
sounds like a lot of fun, I am planning on going to the world con
next year, and I will vote for Heidelberg then. Maybe I will even
be able to go to Heidelberg, Wouldn't that be wonderful?,....
I would like to receive further issues of HECKMEQK, if you have any
extra,,..I an also sending you a copy., of my second issue of Pegasus,
I hope you enjoy it. I .am still learning about fanzine publishing, so
you have any comments, I would be glad to hear them. I will prob
ably not follow your advice, but I would like to hear it®.®®

Ego: Thank you very much for your.LoC® I sure, hope
you will not receive too much complains because
you praised my knowledge of the English language.
Many fans found the addresses useful, so from now
on you will get then, OK?
It sure would be wonderful if I could see you ( and
I hope many more US fansjin Heidelberg.,) I am al
ways glad if somebody is asking me for my advice,
no natter if one follows it or not later on. Per
haps you consider it useful, perhaps not. Advices
are no orders, and always mean a subjective opinion.
I sure hope Heidelberg in 197° will be a lot of fun!
There will always be an extra issue of HECKMEGK for
you. By the way, more about Pegasus, in my fanzine
review. Say, is Texas still as large as it used to
be in my time chattering with Texans?

Judith Walter, 2251 Wc Melrose Street,

Dear Mario,

■

Chicago , Ill. 60618 USA

.

I saw a review ( mention ? ) of your fanzine in YANDRO 181. >0 price
was listed so I can't enclose anything. Please send me a copy soon.
Il/ Ego:
I sure hope the address aoove is right
I had to read it from a hand-written letter,
forgot to send me the envelope as well.
No price for HECKMECK. All you need is ( no,
what the song demands ) a LoC or just to ask
it as you now did. You now already have your

because
Mario

not
for
copy!

HEIDELBERG IN SEVENTY HEIDELBERG I® SEVENTY HEIDELBERG IN SEVENTY

MORE FUN THAN EVER MORE FUN THAN EVER MORE FUN: THAN EVER MORE FUN

Jerry Kaufman 2769 Ha.- •Mahir® Road Cleveland Heights, Ohio- 44106,..

USA

__________________________________________________

'

Dear Manfred,
t
■• "
■
You keep sending me HECKMECK and I rarely, if ever, rep^y? I begin
• to feel guilty about it, and so I. 'take typewriter i.n hand to- bell
you how much I appreciate getting HE@KM3CK, ■ • _
. . ■■■ '
•
Leif Andersson is in town and has convinced me"that it should.be
Germancon in 70z The information brought back- bo the . b.tate.s would
last show the American fans just how extensive European,.fandom is .
( and Perry .Rhodan fandom ). .
" ".
There are quite a few .underground papers in the ■ USA, ,
1.11 send you
a feW assorted ones. »•», .For this you make me a lifevtime -receiver , of
•
HECKMECK, if I’m not one already..

.

Ilf Ego:
Thank you very much for your letter and the
'
papers-. 1’ am. very glad that Leif hag. convinced you,
and I hope you. are going to convince more American
fans now that it should be Germany in Seventy®
I sure caiiftoc pi'omise l.xf-e—time HECKMECKs but at
least a few more editions.

Harry R, Boll, 28 South Hill Road.. Bensham, Gateshead, Co, Durham,UK

Dear Manfred,

■

-J. just a short.’-letter to thank you for the- copy of HECKMECK-18, in case
you thought it'was going unnoticed? It as not, 1 assure youj in fact
since if s one of the - few zines I receive, these days, I always read
it-thro'with great interest,.
It is nice .to see Continental'fandom developing the way it is....
Have I been sending you GRIMV/AB? If not, let me know, and I'll send
you G/W 4&5. OK?
’
All the best in your WorldCon bid., I hope to get there myself.

/// Ego: Thank you very much for your letter. It is
always nice If one finds out that his fanzine is
not going to be unnoticed. Continental ( and Anglofandom ) Fandom should even dedelop more as it al
ready did, especially concerning the field of inter
national contacts on a real broad basis. Heckmeok
will do everything possible to achieve /this task.
Zeej I did get G/W, but I don't know fther it was
4&5, I sure hope' that you and a lot more fans will
be in Heidelberg if we win the bid.

Frederick J,:. Hollander., 241 So. Holliston, {?? Pasadena, Calif91106
has changed address _to5 439 49th Street, Apt 21, Oakland, Calif.94609

Dear Manfred,

.

. ,

Enjoyed’HECKMECK very much, and am sending my poor fanzine in appre
ciation, It is meant to be highly personal and aligned along the
lines, of creative expression of me onto paper, 1 have one suggestion

for HECKMECK which I feel would make the reviews of the farzi n-.es
more significant to the average reader., and that is the inclusion
of the addresses of the publishers,.
I didn’ t know that there we're
tha/t many fans in Germany, Many of the US regional cons only get
100 to 200 attendees, and I tend to think of the US as a fan con
centrated area. It looks very much as if fandom is finally becomming
truly international, and I'm all in favor of itI’ll attend the
convention in Heidelberg in ' /O if I can at all possible make it.
I 11 see some of you in St. Louis ini 69? and I'l.i ba in there vo
ting for you.
Thanks again for HECKMECK, and do give out the -me nning- of... HE COTEOKin-English if asked politely?

Ill Ego: Thank you very much for your letter. I am

glad that you enjoyed HECKMECK, and by no means
consider your fansine poor. It is a fine zine!
I like zines highly personal ( that's what BM
is meant to be ) because it needs more courage
to publish your own opinion concerning problems
of politics or whatsoever as it ever will need'
courage to speak'about a film or book or story.
Even if it is SPA
■
I sure hope that the most of these in St. Louis
in ' 69 will vote for us, and I want to thank
you for doing it and I sure hope you are not
going to change your mind.

PEGASUS

.

■

.

is published, quarterly by: Joanne Burger, 55 Blue Bonnet Ct.., Lake
Jackson, Texas 77566 USA

This fanzine has interesting articles, news and. informations to
offer to its readers. Not only for the two highly interesting con
tributions " 'Fritz Leiber in Dallas 11 and ” Space LAW by E.U. Hol
lister " but as well for many other items it is recommendable.
There should be added only a little bit more of this " human-in
terst-stuff " about the editor.

AMPHIPOXI

8

is’published by:'Billy E. Pettit,
Sq. , London S-V.\ 1, Eriglanfl

Control Data Ltd. 22 A

St. James'®

This fanzine offers us a very nice print. To me it seems as if the
editor looks forward to a lot of ( perhaps ) fun and a fascinating
professional future,. Nice article by John Berry about Irish fandom
and quite a few interesting letters.
'

SPECULATION: DATA

is published by: Peter R. Weston, 81 Trescott Road, Nothfield,
Birningham 31, UK
’

This fine little fanzine includes news, boo^ infos end other SF
items. Nice print - highly inform^ve, It is really a recommend
able fanzine for those irtorosted in news.

European Link 3, 4 and 5
■'

■

'

■

■

'

I

published by: Jean G. Muggoch, 15 Balcombe House, Taunton Place.
London N.W., 1 , UK
.....

,

•

This real " international news-letter " does not need to be recom—
mended in HECKMECK because it has its friends widespread all over
Europe. But I still consider it very, very recommendable.
It is impossible to review on all the news, infos and other items of
SF in " Link ", but to give one just an impression of what it all in
cludes, in these three issues one will find news etc. from:
Italy, Sweden, Denmark, Netherlands, France, Czechoslovakia, Spain,
Germany, Britain, Romania. Belgium, Russia,. Really friends, that's
ca^ activity in gaining international relations I
___j-_____i

'

'

I

;

•

SIRRUISH 7

published by; Leigh Couch, Route 2, Sox 889 Arnold, Missouri 63010
USA
This fanzine offers a very interesting contribution by Harry Warner,Jr.
about Phil Stong. Furthermore a few cartoons and stories. Besides of
Harry's contribution I liked the LoCs best..

L ' ANGE JACQUE 1
published by: Ed Reed, 668 Westover Road, Stamford, Connecticut

06902 USA

.

This " new-born " fanzine shows.a very nice cover. One can read a
few nice contributions or reviews. I believe it is worthwhile to
support this fanzine by writing a LoC.
To: Ed Reed.
Dear Ed,
_
thanks for your fanzine and the note on its back, I would prefer

the English edition.

PSYCHOTIC

,

25

published by: Richard E, Geis, 5 Westminster Venice, California

90291 USA

Quite an interesting fanzine with an astonishing amount of LoCs..
At least astonishing if one takes into consideration German fannish
circumstances PSYCHOTIC

■

26

Both fanzines ( 25 and 26 ) publish somewhat strange in subject.
Here I mean one subject at least strange to European fans, the
contribution headlined " A PRIMER FCR HEADS" in which Earl Evers
is talking about experiences while having’ acid., trips.

Early Bird

’

5

.

'

'

published by: Michel Feron, 7 Grand Place, Hannut,- Belgium ( English)
This fanzine is more or less a short' handbook of SF and Fantasy in
Belgium including writers, fanzines and magazines, '
'
.
A lot of news and infos. Really recommendable for those interested
in European developments.

SHELTA

TARI

8

.

published by: Dick Eney, 65OO Fort Hunt Road, Alexandria, Virginia
USA- - 22307

This is one of the strangest but most interesting fanzines I ever re
ceived. It deals almost exclusively with the editors experiences in

SPECULATIONS Volf 2 No. 6

.

.

. is published by: Peter R. Weston ( address published above )
As well a very neat fanzine in print. Very informative concerning SF
itfiEis, Interesting LoCs as well.
.
,...

.

BADINAGE 5

.

published by: Rob F. Johnson, 175 Oxford Gardens, Stafford, UK
.
■
•
This fanzine starts with the ” Mercatorial Move " right after the
” Editorial ", The only comment possible to the " Mercatorial Move*’*
poor, poor Beryl!
Archie wrote a very fine " serious " contribution for this ish head
lined: The Great Miniature Railway Robbery,
Furthermore quite a few interesting reviews and LoCs are included
in this fanzine too.
: .
.

Viet Nam. No matter if one believes Dick in that what he is
saying or net, but it for sure is highly interesting..

ETHERLINE II ’ No 5 .

.

\

published by : Leigh Edmonds, Flat 3, 12 Redan Street, St.Kilda,
3182 Victoria, Australia
This Australian fanzine is written in a personal style partly
but it still is very interesting ( "still” because I often beared
complains about these fanzines written in a personal style. HECK=
MECK is one of them toe ). Furthermore it includes news’, infos
etc. of a very interesting character.
’ '

WSFA JOURNAL 58

published by : Don Miller, 12315 Judson Road, Wheaton, Maryland
20906 USA
.

■

■“

'

.This is a very neat printed fanzine which includes a lot of.,
news and. information about fanzines and ohter SF items,
. ..
Really z?ec mmendable !
.
' ■ ■

+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

MARIO WANTS

.

STAMPS STAMPS STAMPS STAMPS STAMPS STAMPS STAMPS
’

+++++++++++++++++++++++++t+++++

-1

9

LOCUS

published by: Charlie and Marsha Brown, 2078 Anthony Avenue.
Bronx,
N,¥. 10457 USA
’

This bi-weekly newszine has only a few pages but therefore includes
a let of concentrated news, and information, Real interesting riewszine dealing with US SF developments. '

BESlRE'

no, 17

published by: Jean Leelereq, 125 Boulevard de Charonne, Paris Xie
France
( in French (!)
.
.
’

The main subject of this fanzine are reviews on SF literature be
sides, of a few news out of the French, field of fandom —
Nice zine
for those
--il_—> able to read French,

LUNATIQUE

.

38

SSTfi S7nohT°line

Osterrath’ 1-5929 Sassmannshausan, Ger-

its readers fine stories, very nice illos and a
certain amount of news and information about the
French fandom,although it is not what one could call a newszine.

I GIOVANI -E LA FANTASCIENZA

'

to ask for: Gianfranco Battist, Via Fabio Severo
20> 54133 - Trieste,
Italy. ( in Italian )
,
f

*

?■ •

;

.

In here one finds a .few’ fanzines listed from all
over Europe and Over-*
seas., ...
.f.■ ■ .
■
HOLLANB-SF

no.

4

to ask for: Leo Kindt, 's-Gravenhage 9, Heilostraat 206, Netherlands
( in Butch )

theSone
of Netherlands fandom and besides of that
the one and only,fanzine m Holland. It offers ( as I have written
e ore
a .contribution fcbout: fandom in• general by Leo Kindt. FftrthermoJ®.attribution about.SF in Romania which I translated for you as
sufficient,as possible. Besides of that it offers a few reviews^nd a
story, Of interest for those able to read Burch.
TANDRO

181

and 185

aiai?w«Obert ’nd Juanlte Coulson’ Routo 5> Hartfari Oi*. ItX?Z\LrrLiat°-e8ting fan21ne with a lot °r sp information, ouite
of this
m®E0 al’ays keaps “ stanaari and orLy issue
of this real fine fanzine is very recommendable.
sfemsUtoebehcn!
different opinion but to me it
seems to be one of those fanzines on top of the list. I like it I

DREE&H

no f 1

published by; Bruce A, Fredstrom, PCOC Box 647 s Eugene,- Oregon
97401 USA
■ A neat printed ” new-comer " with a quite a few amusing contri
butions, This is something one cannot.say very'often ( and I con
sider this really, a pi tty ) about a fanzine0 I sure, hope DREEGE
. will continue with its. style and will not make the' mistake to be
too serious after a while„ .Nice zine, really I. .
' .
'

RIVERSIDE QUARTERLY

Vol. Ill No, 2

.

;

..

published bys Leland Sapiro, Box 40 University Station, Regina,
Canada
'
'.'
' .

.

.

Well, and her4 we have, an excellent printed 11 old-timer I’
Whenever .1 receive this fanzine it is really fun LI coking .at it,
and it even means fun if one cannot read English because of its
very nice cover, illos and printo
....
’
But besides of that one will find a lot of interesting items in
this fanzine, no matter what kind of' a style one prefers- It is
at least something in this fanzine for every fan.,
Highly recommendable!.
..
...
.

SCOTTIS®

.

48

published by; Ethel
biton, Surrey f UK

Lindsay, Courage House,. Langley .Avenue,. .Sur

This fine fanzine
starts with reviews of books- It continues with
the very interesting GoH Speech at LUNLCON 19&8 ( by Donald A, Wol—
heim ), and ( as Ethel called it ) " the odd memory as it stirs up "
about MANCOT, Even it .is quite a while ago now it surely meant fun
reading it the way Ethel wrote about it,. The zine ends up with a
few interesting LoGs, I say; ” try. to -get it as long as. you. can have
it
Ethel might have to raise prices!

DYNATRON
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published by; Roy Tackett. Tack's Seitch, 915 Groan'talley Road, W
Albuquerque, .Now Mexico 97107 TJSA
...
■
This fanzine starts with LoCs, Among other SF items' one.can read about
Westercon XX written by Dcnald Erar e cm T' me .it seems as if Donald
did not feel very happy at the con, but since this report is going
to be continued he might feel better in his next part,

THE NEW NEWPORT NEWS NEWS

4

.

.

published byt Ned Brooks, 713 Paul Street, Newport Nets, Virginia,
2J605 USA
' '
'

I hate: it! I aure hate it! Not this fanzine, no, but ali. thes-e words
with fI W ", You want to know why? I'll tell you on thq7-next •-page.-'')'

Because I have to press 11 W '* twice on ray old. typewri-t'er-,. that □
why I But on the other hand your zine amused me, no fight,now.!..
.
The main subject of this zine are poems.. Everybody knows how. 4ifficult it is to say a poem was good or bad, There is only one way to
find it out* try to get the fanzine!

VELVET MORNING

3

.

.

:

published by: Fred Hollander, 241 So, Holliston, 5 Pasadena, California
91106 JJSA
.
. • ,•

In here one finds personal opinions on SF: matters as well as on poli
tics. Furthermore it includes the " fragment of a dream " and a few,
other items one might be interested in,

ALGOL

'

14

"

'

’

'

published by: Andrew Porter, Box 367, New York 10028 USA

Quite , a lot of LoCs: and book reviews are included in this fanzine.
Furthermore one can read a few very interesting items about SF. It as well includes very nice illos. All together I consider it is a
nice.and interesting fanzine*
ATI these remarks about the above listed fanzines, were made by:
Manfred Kage

’

-

.

Furthermore I received the following leaflets ( one page only. ) :
TOLKIEN CONFERENCE: Prof, Edmund R, Meskys, Tolkien Conference -Bel
knap College, Center Harbor, N,H„ 03226
THE WSFA JOURNAL — Information Sheet: Bon Miller ( address above )

LOCUS 1: Charlie Brown ( address above )
NETHERLANDS CONTACTCENTRUM V00R SF ( Leo Kindt, address.above )

BRITISH SCHIENCE FICTION CONVENTION 1969 ( Newsletter No;o 1
TAW PROGRESS REPORT 1: Steve Stiles, 1809

•

)

Second Avenue, NYC 10028

AUSTRALIAN SCIENCE FICTION REVIEW : John B'angsund ( address above )

M.? Kage

Just to give you all ( I don't even know if I have' more than two rea
ders ) the possiblity of relaxing from all the nonsense, you had to
read until now in this issue of HECKMECK, we will not speak about
HEIDELBERG IN SEVENTY! ! ! HEIDELBERG IN SEVENTY! ! ! HEIDELBERG IN SEVENTY
WORLD CONVENT IN GERMANY — WORLD CONVENT IN GERMANY — WORLD CONVENT

anymore but I will give you the opportunity to become mad about our
curious sense of humour. Am I not trying to do all the best to amuse
one or two of you?

ANNEX!!MORE INSTIGATION![ANNEX!!MORE INSTIGATION![ANNEX!!MORE INSTI!!

I thought I came to an end with all the fanzines -but obviously I was
wrong. The fell wing fanzines either me er Mario received.' after wri
ting the ?ther remarks-abtut fanzines you' did read before.
And now, here we go againt

EN GARDE ■ 3?4;5 ? Richard' Schultz, 19159 Helon, Detroit, Michigan,
■
482J4 Ar Gary Crewdu's, '27 West 11th Street, New
■
.
York City, NeY4 1CC11, USA
' '
' ' '
"
■
?
'
■ .
'
All three numbers of this fanzines deal with Emma Peel and John
Steed, Since I liked their series "too, it was nice to read about
the AVENGERS again, I even found a couple of news in these zines
I didn t.kn.w.yot« But still, this has nothing to do with S'F at
all. '
'
•••■ ■ -

RIVERSIDE QUARTERLY 3, Leland Sapirt- ( address in here )
■

■

t

■
•

Well, this is obviously *a completely different typ of f anzineQ"'■
Very nice print-, highly informative. If is including a lot of '
news and SF, Very fine fanzine,
■
•

sterling 12,. Hank Luttral?. .2-9,3.6;. Barrett Station Road, Kirkwood,.
.
Missouri 63122. or Lesleigh. Cauon. Rt, 2,' Box 8&9,'
...
. Arnold, Missouri 63010,? UgA. ■.. ■:
’

Quite interesting fantine with contributions on books, pop musio,
LoCs and a very interesting article on sex and the single Femme
Fdn by Lesleigh- Couch, And she really should know what to say about
this problem ( if it even is ono ).

LUNATIQUE
*'

4® and'41, Jacqueline Ho' Ostorrath?' 5929 Sassmannshauddn,
Germany (' in French )' .
A :
.

Here again we have two of these fino- Femme fanzines. Both zines' ..
show nice illos and a very neat print. They deal’with‘stories,
reviews, introduction of writers etc. Very recommendable for those
able’to read in French,
■

GRANFA.LLON 4 ? Linde Eyster and Suzanne Tompkins,. Apt. 103, 4921
.
.,
. Forbes Ave, Pittsburgh, Pa. 15213, USA

Nice cover, heat print, a few fine illos. This fanzine includes a lot
rjf SF in the form of boo1^ reviews and movie reviews. But one as well
will find other news too. And furthermore one will find other fine
contributions as for example poems ar4 stories
Certainly 4 lot of
fanzine reviews and LoCs too, But one thing I liked best.in this fan
zine one will find too; humor!

.

'
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HAVERINGS no, 35 , Ethel Lindsay? Courage House, 6 Langley Ave,?
'
Surbiton, Surrey, UK
Another one

;f Ethol''s highly informative fanzine—review-fanzines,

I always like them very much*

THE PROPER BOSKONIAN no. 2, Cory Seidman, 20 Ware Street, Cambridge,
MA 02138> UK
Starts with an amusing " oon-marriage-and-other-events-report 11 which
I liked very much. Perhaps malicious joy en my side.' The fanzine is
continued with quite a hit of SF and fanzine-reviews as well as LoCs.

CRAB APPLE 7, Mary Reed., 5 Park Close, Longmeadow, Stovenage, Herts.UK

Informative fanzine.. Including hook reviews and other interesting,
contributions.

SOOTTISHE no. 49? Ethel Lindsay ( address in here )
Very nice and interesting fanzine again. A lot of news on hooks.
Quite a few LoCs and other contributions as well. Fine fanzino.

MOR-FARCH 2, Peter Roberts, 87 West Town Lane, Bristol BS 4 51)2,UK

Hico cover, neat print and nice illos, Again one can find a lot of
real SF besides of fanzine-remarks, LoCs/ etc,
Krumhorn is a supplement of readers7 letters and forms part of
MOR-FARCH 2.

RATAPLAN 1, Leigh Edmonds, 3/12 Redan Street, St. Kilda, Victoria,
3182 Australia
.
Starts in a more or less humorous way. It is continued with an inter—
esting contribution about " Fantasy Films of the Thirties ",
It furthermore goes on with a couple more interesting ( or even a
musing ) items about several things* I liked that zine.

SHANGRI L'AFFAIRES no, 74, Ken Rudolph, 745 N. Spaulding Ave., Los
Angeles, California 90046? USA
Very nice cover and very nice illos ( and a lot of them too )» Fur-’
thermore this fanzine .is printed in such a neat and proper way that
it really is praisewetthy just for that. But the content as well is
very interesting and informative. News, SF and more SF, LcCs etc.
Well, I believe everybody should try to get this fanzine.

PSYCHOTIC

27, Richard E, Geis, P.O. Box 3116, Santa Monica, Cal.
90403, USA
'
■

Thia fanzine includes a lot of SF ( very interesting items, by thw
way ), Reviews on books etc. It as well includes a lot of very in
teresting LoCs too, and a very nice photography. If it would be no
thing else ( but there is more in it ) making it interesting for
readers, this .photography would!

For the first time in the history ('.yes, I know, just a short time ago)
of HECKMECE?'s English editions we bring a contributi,ni not written by
an MCK.

.

HIE RULE OF THE SWORD .OF GERMANY

'

by

Franz B. ttensteir.er
What " Star Trek " ( or perhaps ” Star Dx-eok ", as ...no might spell it)
faniom is in America, Perry Rhodan- fandom is in Germany: a national
movement based upon a phenomenal commercial success. The Perry Rhodan
series of dime novels sells several hundreds Perry Rhodan pocketbooks,
Perry Rh.-dah comics and Perry Rhodan films« The Perry Rhodan fan can
also buy bluepauses of the spaceships mentioned in the series, PR but
tons and a Percy Rhodan encyclopedia? Hundreds of Perry Rhodan clubs
have sprung into existence? some f them publishing fanzines of their
own? Many, however, appear to be fakes, consisting ;f but one member
or so, but nevertheless used by the publisher of the series, Moewig,
who is helping in organizing the PR clubs to spread the gospel cf the
” heir of the Universe "Parry Rhodan»
But while it is hardly surprising that the commercial success of the
Perry Rhodan series should have led io the level pment of a specia
lized fandom, it is more surprising that there exists also a specia
lized sword.& sorcery fand m? which gets no support fr-.m the German
publishing industry(. For aside from an -'ocasional publication in one
-■ of the German sf ’ series . n: swore&sorcery is being published in Ger
many, although F. R?RC Tolkien''s 15 Lord of the Rings 11 trilogy is to
be- published in the near future by Ernst Klett Verlag. So, naturally,
the German and Austrian swe rd&sc-roery boys are oriented towards US
and British publications, since- many German fans do read US sf in
the original language?
'Called Follow, the Fellowships of the Lords of the Lands of Wonder,
the organizati n was founded at the annual meeting of the SFCD (.Science
•Fiction Club Germany ) in Vienna in 1966 and compromised now about
thirty members? Members are divided into ’three classes, in a feudal
■ set-up« One begins as a stable boy< advances to the status of’ shield
bearer and finally one may become a Lord. ( or Lady ) of the Fellow
ship c Admission to Follow is granted with a kick in the back by one
of the Lords'in a elaborate ceremony. The various Lords and Ladies,
each of whom heads a Clan, delight in fancy names., So Edi Lukschandl
insists on being called Lord Edbald Ohan ( Lord of the Chan Clan ),.
Hubert Strassl, together with Edi Lukschandl the driving force behind
it all, is Lord Hughbold, while Axel Melhardt, noted f-.r his obscene
beard,, goes by the name f Lord Mbllbarth? Ladies aren't excluded:
the Voodoo Clan is headed by Lady Eleanor, vulgo Lore Matthaey, for-mer editrix of the now defunct Pabel_Zukiinfstromane series.
Meetings of the sworded and sorcerous society are loequent, 'complete
with tournaments, heavy drinking, all setts of lowly entertainments,
including a ’war-gam° imported from America: Armageddon. Nearly the
\
whole flat of Edi Lukschandl is filled with it? A lot cf money is
being spent on. swords, helmets and shields.. To be able to visit the
•
Cons cf their brotherhood, some fans have bought an old Volkswagen ■
omnibus which they have baptised " Camelot "e
But still, time and money consuming as these anachroniotio avtivitied
are, the main enterprise ,,-f the swurd&sbrcery boys is the publication
■
of two fanzines, the very'well-produced ” Lands' of Wonder 11 ( now “*
. regular issues and a special fiction issue ) and the more modest

3J

” Follow ", specializing in reports t.n their social activities.
’! Lands of.Wonder " features excel Lent artwork, both original artwork by -t—y
their own members and works pirated from US prozines and fanzines,
a lot of s&s st.ries, again original and pirated work, reviews of
books, poetry and serious-minded articles on the history of swords,
sorcery and witciiorafb and similar ■thingso Curiously enough, the po
etry is in English, even when written by the Austrian editor of " Lands
of Wonder ", Hubert Strassl*
Here is a sample of his works
To the friends of fantasy.
.
■ .

_

A flaming circle in the sanda sorcerer shouts his grim command.Fierce warriors stop their pace and stand,
Amidei them Fafhrd, sword in hand.

.

The words are spoken, cast the spell
And fiendish things of develish smell
Leave brooding, hating, crawling hell,
Come staling nt of mind's dark well, •

Oh,-reader, dear, take thou your time ■
And dream' of gods and evil slime,
Of swords and .love and magic crime,
And read what: s left •- in prose and rhyme!
One really gets, a shudder from some of those s&s things,
The articles purpot to be very learned, with quotations from such cu- .
rious sources as " The Handbook of German Superstition ", " The An-,
thology of Erotic Literature of All Peoples and All Countries " ®r
the .'Entziklbpeditcheski j S.lowar "...
L.S. di Camp,.. the .ideologist •. f S&S, wrote a foreword for the first' "
issue of "Lands of Wonder-V (; " On Heroic Fantasy " ), and articles
by Leiber, liboypoc.k and others have helped to spread the ideology of
sword. It is.the purest form of .entertainment, says de Camp, and it
shows us where the individual can achieve something important, some- .
thing that presumably is imyospible in this modern, industrialized
world:< An<a Lenhert asserts vs that the heroes of s&s dare to be them
selves, dare . to assert their individuality0
:
But it, is a curious., son t c f. indxvii.'uarity that needs swords to con
firmit, . just as it. must., prov-e a tremendous individuality that needs
but machine-guns to assert xt: and I do not doubt that any gangster
has this sort of courage, Contempt, xt appears to me, seems to be the
only proper reaction for such " individuals " whose " individuality "
but thinly disguises their mass-produced origins. But it is often so
that those people feel compelled, to stress their individuality who have
but little of it- And while authors who supposedly try to enlighten
or.educate or inform their readers have hardly ever failed to enter
tain me, I get but little pleasure from naive fiction wherein examples
of homo-nix-sapiens stalk each other..
Perhaps there is nothing of the heroic in me; at least do I think that
this sort of brainless heroism is hopelessly out of date in thia world
Tom Slate, in a well—written, but otherwise only funny article in the
Rj-y£rsij^_.^partoterly seems to think that there is some sort of conspiracy .
among librarians, crith ,s and intellectuals to supress heroism which
.
they supposedly dislike,- But what are a few librarians against the huge
Edgar Rice Burroughs industry offering escape in millions of copies?
t
And I don t think that intellectuals dislike heroism per se, and therefore
secretly dislike also Homer., it may be a nice intellectual game to try
to find parallels between Homer and Edgar Rice Burroughs, but when done
seriously it but shows a naivete’ that shouldn't be permitted in the 20th
century. Homer was the best expression of his time; but while he reflec-

i

^p®PxClfi?a,lly his time» he also transcended his lime ( and any
aS/Ve7
^iter doefe, dr he would today be^ly
and all thlaith
°f literar3’ interest: Edgar Rice Burroughs

3ubi*aedioci,e writers of sword&sorcery
tlme' nor do they transcend it5 but they es
cape from it, The work ff Howard, Leiber, Moorcock etc. is nd/a lit
Phenomenon but a,psychological sympton, entertainment for weak
S r Edison
fflindS'’ ^Vhile
including J.R.R. Tolkien InF

do neither r n 7

claim that thev^ SOmewhat be*ter writers, it would be ridiculous to
^h®y nre major writers; they are literary outsiders looking
loZt Ze
existed or if i* di<i exist, is irrevocably
the d®f®nders of " heroism " would learn to their sur-/
ReinLw J?6?
to.imitate the noble heroes of their dfeame.
hnmari T,o-i
individuality in the .
modern world demands better
human beings than supposedly noble brutes who are somewhat adept in
the use of swcrds.

This contribution of Franz Rottensteiner was written on the stencil
word by word without any changes by me. It must not necessaryly reflect
the opinion of the two M.K., we might n<rt even agree with any contri
bution
( this one or any other in future. ) but it still will be
still will be
written on stencil unshortened and without any modifications.
Manfred Kage

! ! ! ! ! ! ! I ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! | ; 1 ! 1 | j jj ! , । ! J 1 j i ; , J , , j , , , s , , , i , , J , , , , , , , , , ,
PLEASE - PLEASE - PLEASE
To: Whom it may eoncarn!

Far all of you sending me fanzines, LoCs or any other mailing, could you
please use special stamps, new series coming out eto. if this does
not mean a higher postage rate. Both M.K. are collecting stamps!!!!
THANK YOU - THANK YOU - THANK YOU

H!!! ! ! ! ! ! !! !!! !!! ! 1! ! J J !i ! |Jj J 1; Ir i! 1 1 ] , । । j j , , j , j , , , 1 j , , , , ,, ,j j , J,

THE WSFA JOURNAL n. fc», p«i miller,12315 3u*sen Road,Wheaton,

a very neat print ani XfX

the rader "lth

MANFRED KAGE

... amateur-babysitter offers his help without cost#
be seventeen at least,, c ,

■

Baby has to

■ Twelve guests invited to a wedding in Columbus , Ohio received, a
; telegram of the bride shortly before departing for the wedding.,
-The telegram said: Please change the bridegroom's name written on
your invitation from Cliff Gardener into 'High Barner, Date and lo
cation of the wedding will not be.changede

In a hurry the young husband wants to notify his mother in law about
twins bo±n by his wife a few minutes ago# He sends her the follow
ing telegrams
’
Today twins
stop - more to-morrow.

" Everytime- a have coffee my left eye hurts, Doo, what could I do
about? "
n Taka the spoon out uf the cup," the Doc replied,
"
”
"
"

May I become a member of your fishing union? "
Only a not active member;! "
Then I am not allowed ta fish, right? "
Mo, you are not;, you nay just look for earthworms! "

" Keeping your hands in your pocket while talking to me is still
acceptable, darling. That you lay your le^s on the clean table
cloth with shoes? on is alright too. But at least could you take
take the cigarette. out of you?? mouth while kissing me, "

Walter Wright Rossiter, 31; showed his tongue with a plaster to a
London butcher and claimed a compensation of 10 pounds ( Sterling)
because of’a piece of glass in the butcher's sausage which had cut
his tongue..
He received his money in four shops before the police arrested him,

WORLDCOM JU HEIDELBERG
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WORLDCOM Iff HEIDELBERG WORLDCOM IK HEIDELBERG

Advertisenent in a Dutch. newspaper ( dated 18-9-68 ) front page:

.

... the signor of this inferne you that h® will buy an elephant nowc
’ Quito a long time ho took into consideration if he should, join the
arny of thos e notorized* The prices for cars and all the other
disadvantages made bin disregard this idea..- But because he still wan
ted scae kind. of a conveyance, he was vary much in favour of the tip
of an .Tndian-erpert£
He learned that one can buy a very good elephant for quite a reason^able price j with sta-’S and a height of three yards«
Participating in street traffic high up on an elephant means a lot of
pleasure 5 not only that one always have the best possible sight, but
furthermore all the traffic-signs con be ignored because none of then
will fit eleph.unt-traf.fi c.
’
Living second or third floor one saves running steps up and down*
Just jump put of the window right on the elephant’’e back* Install a
big umbrella and’a sunshade on the beast's back too, and you have every
comfort possible«Drink as. much as you like during party-nights be
cause your conveyance knows way home best,
■ I. believe it was for'everybody's benefit to publish my experiences
with this conveyance* For further information ask:
C. Anton R, Postbus 77> Heerlen
•’Manfred Kage

Well, all you nice cr cute ( both American and English meaning )
people, 'this is the end of HESZMECK!

Ko, don't thank GJTd or whomever you want to thank, it's only the
end of this issue*
‘
All mistakes in- style, grammar, pronunciation,language,spelling etc.
are purely accidental and by no menns copies of mistakes made in
other fahzin.es we receive!? -.
If I forgot to refer to a letter, publication, fanzine etoe sended
to ne, I really beg your pardon, but I ata faying to do my best.
If it still happened I night have to dive into my fanzine- and pub
lication-pool again, stored in my cellar!

;r.

